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When Fine Writing instruments adopt high technology the result is the birth of a unique collection: 

RNX.316. In its name, RNX indicates its combination of two body shapes: Round and  hexagonal. These 

are emblematic of the Caran d’Ache collections, easy to hold in the fingers for precise control of 

handwriting, in a new design that is immediately appealing. 316 refers to its stainless steel, a strong 

corrosion-resistant material that is enhanced by a pure, polished finish to give the Fine Writing instrument 

an elegance that will last a lifetime.  

The RNX.316 incorporates the latest technical developments in Caran d’Ache expertise, making it one of 

the most distinctly modern of all writing instruments. 

 

Six writing instruments: Fountain pen, Roller pen, Ballpoint pen, Mechanical pencil, artist mechanical pencil 

& multifunction 

 Body and cap made of steel 316L, polished or black PVD finish 

 Flexible clip 

 Innovative system for changing the link cartridge 

 Ingenious “click-in” system for closing the pen 

 Steel nib coated in black PVD (sizes F,M,B) 

 Strong material/contemporary deign 

 International lifetime guarantee 

 Made in Switzerland 

PVD Black Version, Fiber Version & Multifunction 

RNX.316 PVD BLACK VERSION BLACK PVD FINISH 

RNX.316 PVD BLACK VERSION BLACK PVD FINISH 

RNX.316 PVD BLACK VERSION BLACK PVD FINISH 

RNX.316 PVD BLACK VERSION BLACK PVD FINISH 

RNX.316 FIBER VERSION POLISHED STEEL FINISH 

RNX.316 MULTIFUNCTION POLISHED STEEL FINISH 

RNX.316 FIBER VERSION POLISHED STEEL FINISH 

RNX.316 FIBER VERSION POLISHED STEEL FINISH 

Fountain pen / M - 4590.080 

Nib sizes : B - .090 / F - .070 

Nib: Steel, Black PVD-coated 

Innovative system for changing the ink cartridge 

Cap: Ingenious “click-in” system for closing the pen 

ROLLER PEN - 4570.080 

Roller pen – Innovative system for changing the ink cartridge 

Cap: Ingenious “click-in” system for closing the pen 

BALLPOINT PEN - 4580.080 

Ballpoint pen – ink cartridge 

Mechanism: Push button 

316L STAINLESS STEEL 

The high-strength, stainless steel of the RNX. 316 

collection guarantees that the writing instrument 

can withstand the stresses of repeated use. Its 

mechanical properties are complemented by its 

purity, created by precision polishing that 

immediately catches the eye. Its hardness 

produces incomparable writing comfort thanks to 

a fountain pen nib that is also composed of 

stainless steel. 

BLACK PVD COATING 

In the PVD technique, the ceramic is applied by a 

physical vapor deposition process which gives it 

optimal adherence; a cutting-edge technique for 

these pens that, with their laser engraving, 

demonstrate innovation across the whole line. 

The stainless steel nib of the fountain pen is also 

treated by the PVD process which results in 

remarkable fluidity and writing comfort. 

Mechanical Pencil -  4560.080 

Mechanical pencil - 0.7 mm graphite leads 

Mechanism: Push button 

RNX.316 PVD BLACK VERSION BLACK PVD FINISH 

ARTISTE Mechanical Pencil -  4562.080 

Mechanical pencil - 2.0  mm graphite leads 

Mechanism: Push button 

RNX.316 FIBER VERSION POLISHED STEEL FINISH 

Fountain pen / M - 4590.083 

Nib sizes : B - .093 / F - .073 

Nib: Steel, Black PVD-coated 

Innovative system for changing the ink cartridge 

Cap: Ingenious “click-in” system for closing the pen 

ROLLER PEN - 4570.083 

Roller pen – ink cartridge 

Roller pen – Innovative system for changing the ink cartridge 

Cap: Ingenious “click-in” system for closing the pen 

BALLPOINT PEN - 4580.083 

Ballpoint pen – ink cartridge 

Mechanism: Push button 

Mechanical Pencil -  4560.083 

Mechanical pencil - 0.7 mm graphite leads 

Mechanism: Push button 

The RNX.316 MULTIFUNCTION is both an elegant writing instrument and a high-tech tool. It comes 

equipped with three interchangeable cartridges in blue, black and red thanks to an ingenious twist 

system. A touch screen stylus is also included, allowing you to move from paper to digital in a single 

gesture. Stainless steel 316L body with engraving inspired by a pixelated screen.  

 316 L Stainless Steel body 

 3 Colour cartridges—Blue, Black & Red 

 Touch screen stylus 

 International lifetime guarantee 

 Made in Switzerland 

BALLPOINT PEN - 4583.082 

Ballpoint pen – 3 ink cartridges, blue, black, & red 

Mechanism: Push button 


